A mutation in the catalytic domain of pp60v-src is responsible for the host- and temperature-dependent phenotype of the Rous sarcoma virus mutant tsLA33-1.
We have analyzed a host- and temperature-dependent mutant of Rous sarcoma virus in order to learn more about the nature of mutations which lead to a host range phenotype. We have cloned and sequenced the v-src genes from this mutant, tsLA33-1, and from its presumed parent, tsLA33. Both the tsLA33 and the tsLA33-1 pp60v-src proteins contain multiple mutations. The tsLA33 v-src gene product has amino acid alterations at four positions. In the tsLA33-1 v-src gene product, two of these four mutations have reverted to wild type. We have constructed chimeras between the two mutant v-src gene products and between each mutant and the Prague A v-src gene product. To assess the contribution of each amino acid change to the transformation phenotypes of tsLA33 and tsLA33-1, we expressed the hybrid proteins in both chicken embryo fibroblasts and Rat-3 fibroblasts. Additionally, we have measured the protein tyrosine kinase activity of chimeras constructed between the tsLA33 and tsLA33-1 pp60v-src proteins. Our results indicate that mutations in the catalytic domain of each protein are the principal determinants of the transforming ability and protein tyrosine kinase activity of the tsLA33 and tsLA33-1 pp60v-src proteins.